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1. The initial audition where an orchestra musician is recruited takes
place in a certain artistic environment. This environment, as well as
the objectives assigned to the musician at the date of recruitment,
are part of the contractual framework. As desirable as artistic excel-
lence may be, the aim to improve the quality of an orchestra cannot
justify any unilateral decision to increase or change, suddenly and
arbitrarily, the artistic or technical demands put on musicians.

2. The artistic level and the success of an orchestra depend on the
combination of converging forces, which include
• The capacity of the management and of the artistic direction to
create a collective project to which musicians can subscribe and
contribute
• The involvement of musicians in the decision making process in
order to ensure the best possible consensus on such collective proj-
ect
• A fair working environment that allows musicians to make a
decent living from their craft and provides them with minimum sets
of rights (access to trade union representation, health and safety
policies…).

3. The proper management of an orchestra generally creates suffi-
cient incentive for musicians to fully dedicate themselves to their
job and deliver what is expected of them.

4. Life long learning is universally acknowledged as an essential
tool for workers to adapt themselves to an ever changing working
environment. It is a responsibility for the employer to ensure that
musicians can access, at any time during their career and at no cost
for them, adequate professional training which allows them to
improve, update or maintain their artistic and technical skills.

5. Early detection of potential performance standard issues should
be enough to prevent them from becoming problematic. The fact
that a musician performs daily in front of not only the conductor
but also the rest of the orchestra and the audience should provide

sufficient opportunities for appropriate and helpful advice and
guidance to be given to musicians who face temporary artistic or
technical difficulties.

6. Any evidence of poor performance standards should first result
in warnings being sent to the performer concerned. The performer
should, at every stage of such procedure, be offered an interview
with the management or the artistic director, at which he or she
should be accompanied by a person of his or her choice (trade
union representative, orchestra committee delegate or otherwise).

7. Musicians are the best placed to understand how performance
standard issues may occur and what it takes to solve them. They
should therefore play a central role in decision making in this
respect, either collectively or via their elected representatives.

8. To perform an audition as part of a disciplinary hearing places
the burden upon the employee to prove he or she can perform,
rather than the employer having to prove that there is progressive-
ly poor performance on the job, which is not acceptable. Moreover,
re-auditioning a musician is placing him or her in a situation that
• Does not reproduce regular working conditions
• Introduces a level of stress that will inevitably affect the perform-
ance in a negative way.

It follows from the above that re-auditioning cannot reasonably be
considered a fair evaluation procedure. Further restrictions in this
respect may also be provided for in national laws or regulations as
well as in collective agreements.

9. Apart from the initial recruitment audition, an audition may only
occur in exceptional circumstances and if
• The musician concerned voluntarily takes part
• Poor performance during the audition is not used as an admissi-
ble ground for dismissal.
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